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Abstract
In this paper, we argue that heterogeneity should be an
important principle in design and use of cryptographic
protocols. We use automated formal analysis tools to
randomly generate security protocols as a method of introducing heterogeneity. We present the results of simulations for the case of two party authentication protocols and argue that choosing protocols randomly out of
sets numbering in the hundreds of millions is practical
and achievable with an acceptable overhead. To realize
the simulation, we implemented a highly eﬃcient protocol
veriﬁer, achieving approximately two orders of magnitude
improvement in performance compared to previous work.
Keywords: Computer security, memory symptom, virus
detection

1

Introduction

chosen at random from a very large set of protocols satisfying speciﬁc security and functional properties. By using
security protocol analysis tools, we can generate millions
of protocols which satisfy the same security speciﬁcation.
Thus, diﬀerent pairs (or groups) of communicating parties can use diﬀerent protocols with the same functionality. Even with this broad sketch, concerns immediately
rise. Here are two common concerns:
1) In Step 2, one needs to have a way to generate a
random seed, and generating a random seed itself requires a seed agreement protocol. Have we realized
any advantages? Answer: in most cases choosing
a random seed is simpler than other secure protocols, so we still enjoy advantages. (We discuss this
at greater length in Section 4.2).
2) If one has a common random seed in Step 2, why not
just skip step 3 and execute a standard library protocol in Step 4 – using the common key for encryption?
Answer: using a ﬁxed protocol with encryption may
still be vulnerable to known problems in the protocol,
and moreover the entire exchange will be vulnerable
to traﬃc analysis. (We discuss this at greater length
in Section 4.4).

Can we improve the operational security of protocols by
randomizing them? A few years ago, this would have
simply been unthinkable, but in recent years, with the
development of powerful automated protocol generation
systems [5, 15, 21, 23, 24, 26, 37], it has become feasible. What advantages can randomized protocol generation
Suppose that two parties need to perform an operation, bring to the table? To understand this, we must step
such as authentication. They use the following approach: back a little and look at the broader context of security
protocols. Security protocols often have ﬂaws in them.
Step 1: Two parties agree to use randomized protocol
These ﬂaws are sometimes inherent in the protocol itself
generation
and sometimes arise from operational use of a protocol.
For example, the Needham-Schroeder public key authenStep 2: They agree on a random seed
tication protocol [28] has inherent ﬂaws — even in the
Step 3: They then use that seed to generate the same presence of a correct implementation and correct operarandom protocol
tor use, an adversary can still disrupt the protocol. Once
Step 4: They execute the generated randomized protocol an attack is discovered for one protocol, all implementations of that protocol become similarly vulnerable. Even
This paper explains how each of these steps can be worse, “attack scripts”, viruses and worms can be written
accomplished. We suggest the use of protocols that are to automatically exploit these vulnerabilities.
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Diversity, which plays an important role in ensuring
robustness in biological systems, may also have an important role to play in securing a distributed computing
environment. To introduce diversity into computer systems, we can create software components that are similar
in functional behavior but that contain variations in design or data [9, 20]. This forces an attacker to create a
new attack for each software instance.
In this paper, we argue that heterogeneity should be
an important principle in design and use of cryptographic
protocols. Our ﬁrst goal is to make it diﬃcult for an
attacker to discover or to exploit ﬂaws in security protocols because of the large space of protocols that must
be analyzed. Our second goal is to prevent widespread
automated attacks on protocols by making any successful
attack hard to replicate. Finally, we suggest the use of
rapidly changing protocols so that any vulnerability that
may exist with a speciﬁc protocol will be short-lived.
We explain how to generate and verify heterogeneous
protocols that satisfy particular security properties in Section 2. In Section 3, we present the results of a simulation
of random protocol generation for two party authentication. In Section 4, we discuss the security beneﬁts and
tradeoﬀs involved in applying heterogeneity to protocol
design. Finally, we provide an overview of related work
in Section 5 and our conclusions in Section 6.

2

Protocol Generation

In practice, how can we hope to feasibly ﬁnd a large number of correct and secure protocols that are equivalent
in functionality? Clearly, enumerating millions of protocols with a given property is undesirable; not only would
the enumeration require excess amounts of computation,
but storing all possible protocols would be highly wasteful of space. In this paper, we propose generating random protocols on the ﬂy. We use two-party authentication protocol as an example to illustrate the process. To
analyze two-party authentication protocols, we selected
Athena [30, 31, 36, 37, 38] as our formal veriﬁcation tool.
However, the framework we introduce applies to diﬀerent
types of security protocols and protocol analysis tools. Instead of using a formal analysis tool to ﬁnd the single most
eﬃcient protocol, we are interested in ﬁnding a random
(and fairly eﬃcient) protocol that satisﬁes a particular
property.
In practice, a protocol generator has several logical
components. First, we generate pseudo-random protocols (which may or may not satisfy any particular security requirements). We then use a formal analysis tool
to automatically test the pseudo-random protocols to see
if they are secure with respect to the required security
requirements. Finally, if they do satisfy the security requirements, we automatically generate code to realize the
protocols.
To appreciate the ideas behind pseudo-random protocol generators, ﬁrst recall the structure of the familiar
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pseudo-random number generator. This generator consists of two parts: a sequence generator F and a number
generator B. Seeds are chosen from of a set S of potential
seeds, called a seed space. Our functions satisfy additional
properties, namely F : S → S and B : S → {0, . . . , n−1}.
We start with an initial seed s0 and generate a subsequent
sequence s0 , s1 , s2 , . . . using the rule si+1 = F (si ). We
then generate random numbers by applying B to the S
values in turn: B(s0 ), B(s1 ), B(s2 ), . . . to yield a sequence
of numbers1 .
Now consider an application with speciﬁc requirements
on the output. For example, suppose that instead of generating numbers uniformly over {0, . . . , n − 1}, we wish to
uniformly generate prime numbers less than n. There are
some eﬃcient ways of doing this [22], but for the sake of
discussion, consider a brute force approach. We run the
pseudo-random number generator and test each number
as it is generated. If it is not a prime, we discard it and
generate another. The resulting sequence will consist of a
uniform pseudo-random sequence of prime numbers. We
call the space of acceptable output values, in this case,
primes less than n, a valid output space.
We can view pseudo-random protocol generators similarly. However, instead of B taking a seed and transforming it into a number, we now map S into random sets
of message exchanges (i.e., a protocol). Instead of using
primality as a test of whether to keep an output, we use a
formal protocol veriﬁer to see if it satisﬁes particular security properties such as two party authentication or key
exchange. As above, our set of seeds forms a seed space
and the set of protocols surviving the security test forms
a valid output space, or in this case, a valid protocol space.
We can now posit a Protocol Generating Function
(PGF) described by the following algorithm in Figure 1
and illustrated in Figure 2. The s is a random seed in
Figure 1, and given ways to deﬁne B and F (see the following subsections), the question of choosing a protocol
at random is solved.
Two challenges of injecting heterogeneity in design and
use cryptographic protocols are:
• Protocol validness: Our automatically generated
protocols should be valid and at least as secure as
manually designed protocols. To achieve this, we propose the use of a high quality protocol veriﬁer. We
chose to use Athena as our protocol veriﬁer for twoparty authentication protocols because of its quality
and eﬃciency in verifying authentication protocols.
However, our general scheme also allows other veriﬁers and other types of protocols to be used.
• Protocol space size: Ideally, the protocol space
should be suﬃciently large that an adversary with
1 We assume our pseudo-random number generation is strong in
the sense of Yao [44], namely the sequence of values is both uniformly distributed and cryptographically secure. That is, given
s0 , . . . , sm no polynomial time algorithm can predict sm+1 with
probability greater than 1/n +  for any  > 0.
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Input: seed s
Output: protocol p
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Protocol Generating
Function

Valid
Protocol Space

repeat {
p = B(s);
s = F (s);
} until (p satisﬁes security conditions)

Seed Space

Figure 1: Protocol generation function

Figure 2: Overview of random protocol generation

high probability is unable to guess the protocol during the period of time it is used. However, increasing
the protocol space also has a drawback: a large protocol space will, by necessity, include protocols that
are longer than the most eﬃcient protocol, increasing the overhead involved. As we show below, this
increase in overhead is small.

• t1 : the average time required for the early pruning
step. (In practice, this value is the same whether a
protocol turns out to be a candidate protocol or not.)
• t2a : the average veriﬁcation time if a candidate protocol is invalid.
• t2b : the average veriﬁcation time if a candidate protocol is valid.

The procedure of picking a protocol randomly and uniformly from the space of valid protocols is illustrated in
Now we can compute N , which is the expected numFigure 3. In our simulation, both the early pruning and ber of tests before a valid protocol, and T , which is the
the full protocol veriﬁcation steps use the corresponding expected time needed to ﬁnd a valid protocol:
steps built into Athena.
1
N =
,
p1 p2
2.1 Eﬃciency of Protocol Generation
1
1
1
· t1 + ( − 1) · (t1 + t2a )
T = ( − 1) ·
p1
p2
p2
The protocol generation scheme proposed above raises
+(t1 + t2b ).
some questions about eﬃciency:

The following example illustrates the eﬀect of early
• How many protocols must be generated on average
before a protocol that passes our security test is pruning in reducing T . Suppose that the veriﬁcation
time for both valid and invalid protocols are the same:
found? We call this number N .
t2a =t2b =t2 . If early pruning is eﬃcient and takes 0.01% of
• What is the average time T to ﬁnd a valid protocol? the veriﬁcation time, t1 =10−4t2 . Let p1 =0.1 and p2 =0.5.
It follows that N =20 and T =2t2. Without early prunThe answer to the second question determines whether ing, T =N t2=20t2 is much longer than the result achieved
the protocol generation scheme is practical. If the veriﬁ- with early pruning, 2t2 . In fact, the values in this examcation time of a protocol is a constant, T is proportional to ple agree with what we achieved in our simulation of twoN . In general, the formal analysis of a security protocol is party authentication protocols using Athena (Section 3).
not a cheap operation. However, we do not need to perform a complete analysis for each protocol enumerated.
2.2 Message Format
By using some simple criteria, most invalid protocols can
be pruned at a very early stage. We suggest using two In this section, we introduce our formal representation of
stages of pruning protocols — an initial fast early prun- protocols and messages, which follows the representation
ing step and a later more exhaustive veriﬁcation step in used in the Athena and is generally applicable to diﬀerent
protocol generation which is similar to Song et al. in [37]. types of security protocols with minor changes.
The key insight here is that by using a set of eﬃcient early
A message consists of a sender, a receiver and a mespruning policies, most invalid protocols are pruned in the sage body, as shown in the following:
ﬁrst stage. We call a protocol that passes early pruning a
Sender → Receiver : MsgBody
candidate protocol. To measure the eﬃciency of two-stage
protocol generation, we deﬁne the following values:
We follow Athena [38] in deﬁning MsgBody (see Fig• p1 : the probability that a protocol passes early prun- ure 4). Data represents a piece of public data such as
ing, i.e., the ratio of candidate protocols to all pro- the names of the participating principals in the protocol.
IndData contains generated independent data, for examtocols.
ple, nonce values. Data and IndData are two types of
• p2 : the probability that a candidate protocol is valid, Variables. Key refers to the general cryptographic keys ini.e., the ratio of valid protocols to candidate proto- cluding asymmetric public keys, asymmetric private keys
and symmetric keys. Variable and Key are two types of
cols.
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MsgBody ::≡ Term[, Term...]
Term ::≡ Variable | {MsgBody}Key

Protocol p = B(s)

Variable ::≡ Data | IndData
Key ::≡ PublicKey | PrivateKey | SymmetricKey

(1)
s = F (s)
N

Early pruning by:
- system requirements
- weak security
Early pruning: pass?
requirements

Figure 4: The format of MsgBody

Encrypt

Y (2)
N

Protocol veriﬁcation by
applying strict security
Valid? requirements.
Y (3)
END: Output p

Figure 3: Protocol generation
atomic terms. Term[, Term...] is a message body with
one or more terms. Finally, {MsgBody}Key indicates that
MsgBody is encrypted using Key.
For example, {NA , PA }KAB is a valid message body,
where PA is Data, the name of principal A in the protocol, NA is IndData, the nonce generated by A, and KAB
is the symmetric key shared between the two principals A
and B. A message can also be represented using a message tree as shown in Figure 5. The depth of a message
tree is called message depth. The message depth of the
message shown in Figure 5 is 3. The number of rounds in
a protocol is the number of messages transmitted between
the principals.
Given a variable set, {PA , PB , NA , NB }, several threeround protocols are randomly selected from all protocols.
These are shown as examples in Figure 6. All ﬁve protocols have three messages (round=3). Each message in
the protocols is formed by concatenation or/and encryption of variables PA , PB , NA , and NB . We will refer to
these examples again to illustrate the protocol generation,
pruning and veriﬁcation steps in the following sections.

2.3

Concatenate

NA

PA

Figure 5: Example: the message tree of {NA , PA }KAB
protocol space is: m1 × m2 × · · · × mt .
A protocol ID is deﬁned as
si = (msg1i1 , msg2i2 , · · · , msgtit ),
where msgkik is the ik -th message in the k-th round. That
is, protocol ID si is a vector of all its message ID’s. si
is used as an input to the function B, which generates a
protocol from a random value.
A variable set for a message round is the set of Variables
that can appear in a message of that round. For example,
in a two-party authentication protocol, the variable set for
the ﬁrst round is {PA , PB , NA } and for the second round
is {PA , PB , NA , NB } (see Figure 6 for an example).
For a message round, given a set of Variables (VarSet),
a set of Keys (KeySet), and maximum message depth,
all possible messages can be enumerated in the following way. Suppose VarSet = {v1 , v2 , · · · , vn } and KeySet =
{k1 , k2 , · · · , km }. The number of all possible messages of
depth d is represented as M (d).
depth = 1 : M (1)

=

|VarSet| = n

depth = 2 : M (2)

=

|concatenation of msgs of depth 1|

=

(2n − 1) + n ∗ m

=

2M (d−1) − 1 + M (d − 1) ∗ m

+|encryption of msgs of depth 1|

Enumerating All Protocols

In Figure 6, we illustrate some protocols from the space
of all protocols created from the set of variables {PA , PB ,
NA , NB }. In general, we can enumerate all protocols from
a set of variables as follows. First, we enumerate all possible messages that can be formed from these variables.
Given a maximum message depth, the number of all possible messages will not go to inﬁnity. Then, a protocol is
composed of randomly selected messages.
The size of a protocol space is determined by the number of possible messages at each round and the total number of rounds allowed. Suppose that in t-round protocols, there are mk possible messages in the k-th round
(1 ≤ k ≤ t): msgk1 , · · · , msgkmk . Then the size of the

KAB

······
depth = d : M (d)

For example, the ﬁrst message in a two-party authentication protocol is composed of a three variables set
Var = {PA , PB , NA } and a key set Key = {KAB }. Then,
M (1) = 3, M (2) = 23 − 1 + 3 ∗ 1 = 10, M (3) =
210 − 1 + 10 ∗ 1 = 1033, M (4) = 21033 − 1 + 1033.
The calculations above show that the number of possible messages increases (more than) exponentially as the
maximum message depth increases, which in turn increases the complexity of the message. However, we can
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A → B : PA , PB

A → B : PA , PB

A → B : NA

A → B : NA , PA

A → B : NA , PA

B → A : NA

B → A : {NB , PA }KAB

B → A : NB , {NA }KAB

B → A : {NA , NB , PB }KAB

B → A : {NA , NB , PB }KAB

A → B : NB

A → B : NA

A → B : NB , {PB }KAB

A → B : NB

A → B : {NA , NB }KAB

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Figure 6: Example: Three-round protocols formed by {PA , PB , NA , NB }. (a) is eliminated because it is unreasonable;
(b) fails in early pruning; (c) is eliminated by the protocol veriﬁer; (d) and (e) are valid outputs of our random protocol
generator given “two-party authentication” as security speciﬁcation
greatly reduce the number of all possible messages if we
apply restrictions. For example, the messages enumerated
above may have redundancy, e.g. terms encrypted by the
same key more than once. Restrictions can be added to
remove some redundancies. It is easy to prove that the
maximum message depth is 2 × |KeySet| + 2 = 2m + 2,
if we disallow multiple-encryption by the same key (see
Appendix A).

2.4

Review of Athena

Athena is a formal veriﬁer for authentication protocols.
In this section, we very brieﬂy review the two steps that
we use from it: early pruning and protocol veriﬁcation.
2.4.1

Preliminary Pruning

A protocol is unreasonable if some of its messages cannot
be generated by the principal who executes it, and reasonable otherwise. Protocol (a) in Figure 6 is an unreasonable protocol. In the second message of protocol (a),
B cannot send nonce NA because B does not yet know
it, since NA is generated by A. Unreasonable protocols
are eliminated early, and only reasonable protocols are
subjected to protocol level pruning as discussed below.
A candidate protocol is a protocol which passes some
simple pruning policies. The pruning rules depend on
the security requirements of the ﬁnal valid protocol. We
use two-party authentication protocols to illustrate these
pruning rules. The pruning techniques we use here are
taken from [38]. Pruning is done at two levels: the message level and the protocol level.
Message-level pruning eliminates messages which are
syntactically undesirable. For example, if we wish to exclude multiple encryptions, we would screen for messages
encrypted more than one time by the same key, for example, {{NA }K1 }K1 , or more strictly, {{NA }K1 }K2 . A message with the features above are referred to as ill-formed
messages as compared to well-formed messages.
Protocol level pruning examines each message in the
protocol, viewed as a single whole. In an authentication
protocol, the protocol level pruning screens for two obvious ﬂaws:
• Impersonation attacks. Every message sent between
principals potentially increases the knowledge of a
third party eavesdropper. If after any number of
rounds, we have a message that could be generated

by an eavesdropper, the protocol is considered ﬂawed
and is then eliminated.
• Replay attacks. We check whether the principals use
nonces correctly. For example, they should send a
nonce in the ﬁrst several messages and reply them
correspondingly.
All candidate protocols that survive early pruning are
sent to a protocol veriﬁer, where a stronger (and slower)
veriﬁcation step is executed. Since pruning is fast and
cheap, separating the screening into two levels oﬀers signiﬁcant advantages. For example, given “two-party authentication” as our security speciﬁcation in Figure 6,
protocol (b) is eliminated in early pruning because it does
not pass the impersonation attack test, and protocols (c)
(d) (e) pass the early pruning and are sent to the protocol
veriﬁer.
When inserting heterogeneity in other types of security
protocols, we can use a diﬀerent protocol veriﬁer. For
any veriﬁer, it is possible to design a set of early pruning
criteria according to the security protocol speciﬁcations,
as we did with Athena.
2.4.2

Protocol Veriﬁcation

We use the Strand Space method [41] for verifying candidate protocols. We brieﬂy review the key algorithms:
Given a security protocol and its security requirements,
we verify whether a list of security requirements are satisﬁed by the protocol. For example, the security speciﬁcation that “the initiator and responder authenticate
each other” is expressed by the following formulas in
Athena [36].
∀CP .CP
∀CP .CP

|=

(initiator[PA , PB , NA , NB ]

|=

=⇒ responder[PA , PB , NA , NB ])
(responder[PA , PB , NA , NB ]
=⇒ initiator[PA , PB , NA , NB ])

The ﬁrst formula expresses that “the initiator authenticates responder”, i.e., if the protocol claims to an initiator
A, that A has completed the protocol with a responder B
and nonce values NA and NB , then a corresponding responder B must exist who has executed a protocol with A,
also using nonce values NA and NB . The second formula
similarly expresses that “the responder authenticates the
initiator.” The implication of the security speciﬁcation
is that A and B will successfully authenticate each other
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Table 1: Average time to generate three round authentication protocols
Cost
≤12
≤15
The probability that a protocol passes early pruning (p1 ) 0.49%
6.4%
The probability that a candidate protocol is valid (p2 ) 37.72% 53.86%
Average time early pruning (t1 ) (ms)
4e-3
4e-3
Average veriﬁcation time for invalid protocols (t2a ) (ms)
14
19
Average veriﬁcation for valid protocols (t2b ) (ms)
22
22
Expected number of tests before a valid protocol (N ) 541.04
29.01
Expected time taken before a valid protocol is found (T ) (ms)
47.28
38.39
T /t2b
2.15
1.75

even if zero to an unlimited number of attackers exist.
That is, protocols that pass the Athena veriﬁer are secure
even if zero to an unlimited attackers exist.
Protocol execution in Athena is represented as states.
Athena transforms veriﬁcation into a proof search of a
state tree. Starting from an initial state, the veriﬁcation
process is a process of goal-binding. A set of inference
rules is applied to each state and yields a set of subsequent states, growing a proof tree rooted from the initial
state. If the proof tree grows to include a bad state that
violates the security speciﬁcation, we report that the protocol is incorrect. If the proof tree is completed with no
bad states, we report that the protocol is correct.
Variables, concatenation, and encryption are each assigned a cost metric, so that every message has a cost
metric. For example, each variable is assigned a single
unit cost, a concatenation is assigned a zero unit cost,
and each encryption is assigned a single unit cost. The
cost of message {PA , NA }KA is therefore 1 + 1 + 0 + 1 = 3.
The cost of a protocol is the sum of cost of every message
in the protocol. To control protocol cost, a cost threshold
is set and protocols exceeding that threshold are pruned.
Athena [36] attempts to ﬁnd the protocol with lowest possible cost satisfying a security speciﬁcation. Our
goal is somewhat diﬀerent. Instead, we wish to generate
a large number of protocols that satisfy an input security
speciﬁcation. For example, in Figure 6, the protocols (c),
(d), and (e) are sent to the veriﬁer. Protocol (c) is eliminated because it suﬀers from a man-in-the-middle attack.
Both (d) and (e) pass the veriﬁer and will be used as valid
protocols, even though (e) is not as eﬃcient as (d)2 .

3

Implementation and Simulation
of Two-Party Authentication

We built a random protocol generator that supports two
party authentication to test our ideas. Although we used
symmetric key algorithms for our test, our experience
with automatic protocol generation suggests that asymmetric encryption will yield similar results.
2 Note that Protocol (e) is actually the ISO/IEC 9787 symmetrickey three pass mutual authentication protocol [16]

Song and her collaborators implemented veriﬁcation in
Athena using SML [30, 31, 37, 38]. In this paper, we reimplemented it in Java to make the operation much faster
and to integrate well with other parts of our system. Casual inspection suggests that our Java version is approximately several hundreds times faster than the original
SML version, although the original also supported advanced user interface functions not supported in our version. The performance improvement was achieved by: 1)
adding a stronger early pruning heuristic; 2) changing the
order of state tree expansion in the strand space model
such that invalid subtrees are cut early; 3) ﬁxing bugs in
the previous SML implementation.
Our experiments were performed on a Pentium-IV
3.0GHz running Linux with 1GB of memory. Our experiments allowed us to compute values for the parameters
p1 , p2 , t1 , t2a and t2b (see Section 2). These are presented
in Table 1 and discussed below.

3.1

Preliminary Pruning

Preliminary pruning winnows the space of all possible protocols into a smaller set of candidate protocols. As an initial step, we generated the set of all well-formed messages
once and stored them onto a hard drive for later use. The
number of well-formed messages are shown in the following table for the case of one to two keys and three to four
variables:
|VarSet| = 3
|VarSet| = 4

|KeySet| = 1
63
255

|KeySet| = 2
511
4095

The space of all protocols is more compact if we use
only well-formed messages (see Section 2.4.1) to enumerate protocols, which eliminates the need for message level
pruning. In a two-party authentication protocol using
only two nonces, the variable set for the ﬁrst message
is (PA , PB , NA ), from which 63 well-formed messages are
composed. The variable set for the second and later messages are a subset of (PA , PB , NA , NB ), from which 255
well-formed message are composed. (If more than two
nonces are used, the variable set will include more nonces
and thus form more messages.) For a three-round protocol enumerated from these messages, the number of all
protocols is 63 ∗ 255 ∗ 255 = 4096575 ≈ 4.10 × 106 .
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Table 2: Protocol-level pruning results for 3 to 6 round two-party authentication protocols. (A) Number of reasonable
protocols generated under the cost threshold; (B) Number of protocols that fail impersonation attack test; (C)
Number of protocols that fail replay attack test; (D) Number of candidate protocols left (and its ratio p1 in all
protocols). Note: the sum of the (B), (C) and (D) is larger than (A), because some protocols are eliminated for both
impersonation attacks and replay attacks
rounds
cost≤9 cost≤12
cost≤15
cost≤18
cost≤21
cost≤24
cost≤27
A
21122
210532
977607
2110418
2549249
2581571
2582823
B
9903
132363
574493
1022907
1116873
1119390
1119392
3 C
13087
64400
148237
204807
220983
222433
222447
D
255
20108
262373
890208
1218897
1247252
1247488
(0.006%) (0.49%)
(6.4%)
(21.73%)
(29.75%)
(30.44%)
(30.45%)
A
68154 1970803 2.964 × 107 2.599 × 108 1.343 × 109 3.957 × 109 6.736 × 109
B
26435 1285501 2.227 × 107 1.898 × 108 8.745 × 108 2.207 × 109 3.267 × 109
4 C
51770
776119 5.369 × 106 1.970 × 107 4.215 × 107 6.071 × 107 6.968 × 107
D
178
54889 2.926 × 106 5.293 × 107 4.300 × 108 1.693 × 109 3.404 × 109
A
2.504 × 108 5.254 × 109
B
1.822 × 108 4.155 × 109
5 C
7.215 × 107 7.441 × 108
D
1.073 × 107 5.106 × 108
A
1.013 × 109
B
6.941 × 108
6 C
3.802 × 108
D
2.074 × 107

We assigned a cost metric of a single unit cost for the
use of a name or nonce, and we assigned encryption a
single unit cost. With these cost assignments, the total
cost of a three-round authentication protocol is at most
27. All reasonable protocols under the cost threshold are
sent on to protocol-level pruning.
In our experiment, we considered a variety of diﬀerent
values for the number of message rounds, ranging from 3
to 6. The experimental results for the number of protocols
at each pruning stage are shown in Table 2.3
The average time for the early pruning test on a protocol was 4 · 10−3 ms in our experiment. This value is
proved to be almost constant, even as the number of message rounds increased or the cost threshold increased. For
the case of three round protocols, the values of parameter
p1 were computed for later use (Section 3.3) according to
the following formula:
# of candidate protocols
# of candidate protocols
=
,
# of all protocols
4096575
where 4096575 is the number of all three-round authentication protocols shown above.

3.2

Protocol Veriﬁcation

In the protocol veriﬁcation step, we winnowed the space of
candidate protocols to yield the space of valid protocols.
We focused on ﬁnding 1) the number of valid protocols;
3 To indicate the trend, we present the results for 5-round and 6round protocols using cost thresholds of 15 and 18. Time constraints
prevented us from using higher cost thresholds that produced signiﬁcantly more protocols.

and 2) the time taken for veriﬁcation. We examined the
veriﬁcation of three round protocols with a cost threshold
of 12 and 15.
3.2.1

The Number of Valid Protocols

Table 3 shows that the ratio of valid protocols to candidate protocols (p2 ) is signiﬁcant, especially when the cost
threshold increases. The increase in cost reﬂects the increase complexity of protocols. Our experiments surprisingly suggest that complicated candidate protocols are
more likely to be valid than simpler protocols.
3.2.2

Veriﬁcation Time

Table 5 shows the time used per protocol in early pruning
and veriﬁcation. Early pruning time (t1 ) is dwarfed by
the time taken to verify a candidate protocol (t2a or t2b ).
That is, t1  t2a and t1  t2b .
Median veriﬁcation time does not signiﬁcantly increase
as the cost threshold increases. However, this is not true
for the mean veriﬁcation time — a small fraction of the
candidate protocols require an extremely long time for
veriﬁcation. The distribution of veriﬁcation time with
cost threshold 12 is shown in Figure 7 and 8. For the cost
threshold of 15, the distribution is similar. (Note that
both diagrams abbreviate the x axis since only a small
number of protocols require more than 2500 ms.)
Table 5 shows that valid protocols take longer to verify
than invalid ones take to fail veriﬁcation. This is generally true because the veriﬁer tests more strand states for
valid protocols than for invalid protocols. Statistics for
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Table 3: Ratio of valid protocols to candidate protocols
Cost
≤12
≤15
Candidates
20108
262373
Valid Candidates
7585
141311
(p2 )
(37.72%) (53.86%)
Invalid Candidates
12623
121062
(1 − p2 )
(62.28%) (46.14%)
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Table 4: Number of veriﬁcation states
12
15
States # of
MEAN
9.3
14.68
verifying an
MEDIAN
9
9
invalid protocol
MAX
382
734
States # of
MEAN
25.76 35.77
verifying a
MEDIAN
12
13
valid protocol
MAX
755
755

Table 5: Time used in protocol generation
12
Average early pruning time per protocol - t1
4e-3ms
Veriﬁcation time per
MEAN
35.10ms
protocol for invalid
MEDIAN
14ms
protocols - t2a
MAX
9485ms
Veriﬁcation time per
MEAN
133.85ms
protocol for valid
MEDIAN
22ms
protocols - t2b
MAX
11335ms

15
4e-3ms
100.48ms
19ms
19190ms
244.84ms
22ms
16715ms

the number of states and their distribution (cost ≤ 12) 4.1 Application Scenarios
are shown in Figure 9 and 10. When the cost threshold
Heterogeneous protocols are beneﬁcial to applications in
is set at 15, the distribution is similar.
which the failure of some machines is tolerated but the
failure of all machines is not acceptable. For example, in
3.3 Protocol Generation Time
a system designed for data redundancy and distributed
Given the simulation results from Tables 2, 3 and 5, we storage, it may be acceptable if a number of machines
can compute two performance related parameters deﬁned (e.g., 30%) are faulty [17]. However, in order to prevent
in Section 2: N , the average number of protocols that catastrophic data loss, at least one machine or a given
must be tested before a valid protocol is found, and T , subset of the machines must function properly. If such a
the average time required to ﬁnd a valid protocol. We are system is designed using homogeneously conﬁgured maalso interested in T /t2b , which is the ratio of total time chines, it is possible for all machines to fail in the presto the veriﬁcation time of valid protocols. Table 1 shows ence of an automated replicated attack. To guarantee
the values of N and T for a three-round authentication that failures among individual machines are independent,
protocol as the cost threshold is set to 12 and 15.
each software component in individual machines should
Table 5 shows that t2a and t2b all increase as cost be diversiﬁed while providing the same high-level interthreshold increases, but t2a /t2b remains roughly constant. face.
This is because veriﬁcation time increases proportionally
Protocol heterogeneity is not a panacea for all attacks
for both valid and invalid protocols. Given t1  t2a and on security protocols. In particular, heterogeneity is det1  t2b , we have (C is a constant):
signed to prevent protocol-based attacks where the attacker gain is proportional to the number of machines
( p11 − 1) p12 t1 + ( p12 − 1)(t1 + t2a ) + (t1 + t2b )
T
compromised. By signiﬁcantly increasing the cost and
=
t2b
t2b
diﬃculty for each attack, protocol heterogeneity can slow
1
t2a
1
down, if not completely stop, automatically replicated at≈ ( − 1)
+ 1 ≈ ( − 1)C + 1
p2
t2b
p2
tacks. Heterogeneity may not prevent those attacks for
which it is suﬃcient to compromise one machine. SlowTherefore, T /t2b decreases as p2 increases. Table 3 ing down the attack replication process is beneﬁcial to
show that p2 increases as cost threshold increases, thus, the distributed computing environment (e.g. the network
we expect T /t2b is even smaller for higher threshold than infrastructure) and thus protects the population of com15.
puters as a whole.
Protocol heterogeneity itself is not enough to diversify
machines. Rather, protocol heterogeneity can be used
4 Discussion and Future Work
as a basic building block, along with other approaches
In this section, we explore the security beneﬁts and trade- to diversify software, to increase diversity in computer
oﬀs in applying heterogeneity to the design and use of populations. When homogeneous protocols are used, the
cryptographic protocols. We also discuss open problems protocol layer is a single point of failure in systems that
require diversity.
and future work.
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4.2

Seed Agreement

We have shown in previous sections how a valid protocol
can be generated from a seed s. In order to reach the
same protocol, the communicating parties ﬁrst agree on
a common seed s. In most cases, choosing a random seed
is simpler than other secure protocols. A seed agreement
method ideally reveals the seed to both parties and yields
a seed value that can not be controlled by either party.
This property is important in preventing an adversary
from forcing a particular protocol to be chosen out of the
space of valid protocols. Below we provide alternative
methods for seed creation.
In cases where the seed is public, we assume that the
protocol is also public (because it is possible to derive the
seed and thus the protocol). For example, if weak time
synchronization is possible, the seed could simply be a
function of the IP addresses of the communicating machines and the time or date. Suppose A wants to initiate
a session with B, the protocol to be used is generated by
a seed s as discussed in Section 2, s = H  (IPA , IPB , time),
where IPA and IPB are IP addresses of A and B, H() is
an one-way function and “time” can be “date”, “hour” or
“minute” depending on how fast we want the protocol to
be changed and how accurate our time synchronization is.
Section 3 shows that protocol generation is cheap, so the
overhead of generating a new protocol is not a concern.
In this example, an attacker must generate all possible

valid protocols for various times in the immediate future
and discover ﬂaws in these protocols. An attacker must
have knowledge of a speciﬁc IP, and have the resources
to spoof that IP address, in order to mount attack at
some speciﬁc time. Then the malicious user must wait for
the corresponding time to mount the attack. This attack
can only succeed against a small number of machines in
the whole network and only for the short time that the
protocol is used.
There are at least three security beneﬁts that can be
achieved with heterogeneous protocols using public seeds.
First, an attacker must spend some eﬀort in deriving the
seed and generating many protocols before attacking a
protocol as usual. Second, it is very diﬃcult to construct
an automatically replicated attack across the whole network. Even if an attacker is able to mount a successful attack for one pair of communicating parties, he is not able
to easily replicate that attack across the network with
other parties using other short-lived protocols. Finally,
since the duration of use of each protocol is short, any
vulnerabilities introduced by a ﬂawed protocol are limited, in contrast to homogeneous protocols where ﬂaws
may exist until discovered or exploited.
Thus, heterogeneous protocols do not rely on “security
by obscurity”. The robustness of heterogeneous protocols
does not rely on keeping the seed secret or on hiding ﬂaws
in protocols. Assuming a non-perfect protocol veriﬁer, we
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do not claim that protocol heterogeneity prevents all possible attacks on all peers. Instead, heterogeneity increases
robustness and fault-tolerance of the entire network by
making attacks more diﬃcult to mount and replicate.
In some cases, we may want to increase the diﬃculty of
an attack by preventing third parties from easily obtaining the seed, which requires an extra seed exchange step.
Seed exchange can occur oﬄine (in the most secure case)
or through a online seed handshake protocol. Communicating parties can decide to handshake a new seed at any
time, with any frequency. As an example, we present a
seed exchange protocol in Appendix B. In the case of private seeds, an adversary must ﬁrst discover the seed and
then ﬁnd the corresponding protocol before mounting an
attack. For short-lived uses of protocols drawn from large
protocol spaces, this is likely to be diﬃcult or intractable.
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solution may present challenges for interoperability and
deserves further study.

4.4

Comparing Protocol Heterogeneity
to Other Approaches

There are other approaches to achieve heterogeneity at
protocol layer. For example, we can encrypt any homogeneous protocol with an exchanged (random) symmetric key. Suppose all messages in a t-round protocol
P = {m1 , · · · , mt } are encrypted by a symmetric key K.
However, the result is another t-round homogeneous protocol P  = {(m1 )K , · · · , (mt )K }. The entire exchange of
messages will be vulnerable to traﬃc analysis. To reduce
the vulnerabilities of a single key, K must be changed
often, which presents key management challenges.
Another option to introduce heterogeneity is to vary
the
implementation rather than the protocol. However,
4.3 Dependence on the Security of Proin
practice,
we can generate many more protocols than imtocol Generators and Veriﬁers
plementations. Therefore, the heterogeneity achieved by
What is the impact on heterogeneous protocols if the veri- protocol randomization is much higher than that achieved
ﬁer is ﬂawed? To analyze this, suppose that a fraction p of with multiple implementations of a single protocol.
valid protocols generated from a speciﬁc protocol generator are “truly” correct and secure. The higher the quality
of a generator is, the closer p is to 100%. When we say a 4.5 Heterogeneity and Standardization
veriﬁer is ﬂawed, it means that p < 100%.
When comparing the beneﬁts of diversiﬁed software or
In theory, automatic protocol veriﬁcation tools such communication protocols to standardized homogeneous
as Athena can be proved to be correct. However we software or protocols, we can not ignore the cost savcan never claim that a speciﬁc implementation (e.g., our ings and security beneﬁts of standardization. HomogeAthena implementation) of a formal veriﬁcation method neous software is a larger target of attack, because a larger
(e.g., the strand space model) is without ﬂaws. In the case number of machines can be compromised with the same
of heterogeneous protocols, a ﬂaw in the veriﬁer imple- cost to an attacker. Homogeneous software is also submentation may introduce some ﬂawed protocols into the ject to greater scrutiny and security analysis, because of
valid protocol pool, depending on p, but will not result the larger beneﬁt that can be achieved by discovering one
in ﬂaw in every protocol generated. A ﬂawed heteroge- vulnerability (in preventing a larger number of attacks).
neous protocol, like a ﬂawed homogeneous protocol, can Once a vulnerability is discovered in the homogeneous
introduce serious vulnerabilities to communicating par- case, it is more likely to be addressed or patched, if it
ties using that protocol. As discussed above, some secu- aﬀects a larger number of machines.
rity beneﬁts to a population of computers may still apply
Furthermore, heterogeneous software can impose
because of the diﬃculty in replicating attacks. Reducing higher interoperability and maintenance costs. In general,
the duration of use of protocols will also mitigate vulner- it is easier to maintain multiple machines if they have the
abilities.
same conﬁguration. Currently, building and maintaining
Another diﬃculty in using automated protocol gener- diversiﬁed systems is more diﬃcult than the homogeneous
ation tools is the problem of “incomplete speciﬁcations.” case and may incur extra cost.
Often, it is diﬃcult to specify the complete list of requirements that a security protocol must meet if it is to satisfy application needs. If the speciﬁcation is incomplete, 5
Related Work
ﬂawed protocols can be introduced into the valid protocol
pool. In contrast, humans design protocols based on the Formal veriﬁcation tools for security protocol analysis
stated speciﬁcations, but also using their knowledge and have been studied for many years (an incomplete sampling
intuition to avoid security ﬂaws. In this sense, human- includes [5, 15, 21, 23, 24, 26, 37]). One inﬂuential direcgenerated protocols are much more robust to “incomplete tion of research investigates the use of model checking
speciﬁcation” failure than computer-generated protocols systems for protocol veriﬁcation, using Murφ [7, 8, 26], a
are.
ﬁnite-state machine veriﬁcation tool. After modeling the
To limit the number of ﬂawed protocols introduced in protocol and desired properties into Murφ language, the
the valid pool, several veriﬁers can be used together. To Murφ system checks if all reachable states of the model
further introduce diversity, diﬀerent sets of veriﬁcation satisfy a given speciﬁcation through explicit state enutools can be used at diﬀerent points in a network. This meration. Murφ is a more general tool than Athena and
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Appendix A: Proof of Maximum
Message Depth
In Section 2.3, we mentioned that the maximum message depth is 2 × |KeySet| + 2 = 2m + 2, if we disallow
multiple-encryption by the same key. Here we present an
informal proof. Because no key can be used to do encryption twice, the most complicated message is formed
by “concatenation - encryption - · · · - concatenation - encryption - concatenation - variable”, where “encryption”
shows up at most |KeySet| times. That is, in the message,
there are at most |KeySet| of encryptions, |KeySet| + 1 of
concatenations and one level of variable. All these add up
to |KeySet| + (|KeySet| + 1) + 1 = 2 × |KeySet| + 2. Thus,
the maximum message depth is 2 × |KeySet| + 2 = 2m + 2.

Appendix B: A Variant of SSL Supporting Online Seed Exchange
In Section 4.2, we discussed the use of secret seeds in
automatically generating protocols. In this section, we
discuss secret seeds in more detail, and we present an
online common (secret) seed exchange protocol that is
based on SSL and multi-party secure computation [14,
43].
In the most secure case, the seed exchange can occur
oﬄine, which is made more practical by the small size
of the seed. In this scenario, two parties ﬁrst agree on
an initial seed s(0) and may also share a pseudo random
function s(i+1) = fK (s(i) ) which is based on their shared
secret key K. This ensures that the protocols used in
future communications will only be known by the parties
themselves.
We can also use an online seed handshake protocol.
The frequency of seed exchange can occur once per session, once per several sessions, or can be low as only once
for a pair of hosts. As one example, we present a seed
exchange protocol based on SSL and multi-party secure
computation below. In this protocol, the seed is derived
from the contributions of both parties, which is not the
case in normal SSL. After the initial seed s(0) is agreed
upon, seeds used in next sessions are generated the same
as the oﬄine case above without executing the handshake
protocol during each session. To avoid the danger of long
time secrets (i.e. the sequence of {s(i) } originated from
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s(0) ), the two parties can restart the handshake process
at some random time.
The SSL protocol [12] is a good example of protocol
that supports handshaking shared secrets between communicating parties. While in many conﬁgurations it also
supports secure authentication of one or more parties, one
of its valid conﬁgurations supports shared secret exchange
without authentication. The customized SSL handshake
protocol in Figure 11 provides a general framework for
sharing a secret. In this protocol, the client and server
each decide the content of their own secret and share it
with the other party in a secure way. However, in some
cases, secrecy from outsiders is not enough. That is, the
common seed also requires a contribution from both parties so that neither party has full control over the seed
that is ﬁnally selected.
Suppose that A and B wish to establish a common
seed s. Initially, A has secret sA and B has sB , where
sA ∈ {0, 1}∗ and sB ∈ {0, 1}∗ are selected uniformly at
random. The established common seed s should be
s = H(sA , sB ),
where H is a one way function known by both A and
B. To prevent B from controlling the selection of s,
A uses secret (symmetric) key SKA to protect its secret: {sA }SKA . Similarly, B uses {sB }SKB . A will
not send B the key SKA until it receives {sB }SKB , and
vice versa. After both parties receive the encrypted secret from each other, they send out their protection key
(SKA or SKB ). This process is similar to the coin ﬂipping problem in multi-party secure computation, where
no party opens its own commitment until it receives the
other commitments [14]. The seed handshake protocol
is shown in Figure 12. Note that s will be unknown
to an outside observer if the protocol is executed
suc
cessfully. In Figure 12, sA , {checksum(sA )}KA SK and
A


sB , {checksum(sB )}KB SK are commitments of sA and
B
sB . The checksum prevents the following attack: Suppose
that one of the two parties, A, is malicious, and wishes
to force an initial seed value of s0 , thereby forcing the
selection of protocol p = PGF(s0 ). A prepares a set of
keys SKi satisfying
Q = {0}SK0 = {1}SK1 = · · · · · · = {n}SKn .
A sends Q as its {sA }SKA . He then defers sending his
key SKA until he receives B’s key SKB . At this point, A
knows sB . A computes H(i, sB ) for every i = 1, 2, · · · , n
to see if there exists a i0 such that H(i0 , sB ) = s0 . A can
force the common seed to be s0 by sending SKi0 as its
SKA . In our protocol, to correctly open the commitments,
A and B have to send each other the original SKA and
SKB , which were previously used for encryption. The
checksum is actually in the format of {checksum(sA )}KA
and {checksum(sB )}KB , which can also be viewed as the
commitments of KA and KB . Therefore, a malicious manin-the-middle can not change the public key KA and KB
to his own public keys.
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sA , {checksum(sA )}KA SK , KA
A



B → A : sB , {checksum(sB )}KB SK , KB
A→B:

ClientHello

B

ServerHello
ServerKeyExchange

A → B : {SKA }K 

A

On receiving the message, B

ClientKeyExchange
Change Secret
Finished

- Uses KA to decrypt SKA ;

- Use SKA to decrypt sA and {checksum(sA )}KA

- Use KA to decrypt checksum(sA ) and verify

Change Secret
Finished

checksum. If not correct, protocol fails.

B → A : {SKB }K 

B

On receiving the message, A repeats what B did

Application Data

Application Data

in the previous step.

Figure 12: The seed handshake protocol. KA and KB


Figure 11: The customized SSL handshake protocol for are the public keys of A and B. KA and KB are the
corresponding
private
keys
shared secret exchange only
Note that this is a seed exchange protocol, without authentication, that can be used with heterogeneous authentication protocols. If A and B successfully agree on the
same s, the protocol guarantees that no outsider knows s.
A man-in-middle, C, may attempt to agree on one seed,
s , with A and on another seed, s , with B. However,
C will not be able to authenticate with A or B, because
the heterogeneous authentication protocol will fail. For
heterogeneous protocols that are not authentication protocols, an authentication component be added to the seed
exchange.
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